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4100 Series
Your students will be immersed in the rich media of digital learning 
with this state-of-the-art headset. Whether they’re engaged in 
language development, tutorials, assessments, or project-based 
learning activities, the 4100’s audio quality ensures that stu-
dents remain focused on the task at hand. The comfort-sling 
headband evenly distributes the headset’s weight, making it 
very comfortable to wear.

Choose between single 3.5mm To Go™ and USB plugs.

4100-10 Ten-pack 4100-USB with storage case $797.60
4100AVT-10L Ten-pack 4100AVT without storage case $564.00 
4100-USB with USB plug $67.00
4100AVT with single 3.5mm To Go™ plug $56.40
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Discovery™ 

Headsets
New ELA standards place even greater importance on listening and 
speaking skills than in the past. That’s why the speech intelligibility 
of Califone headsets is so important. Schools depend on our audio 
products to help their students achieve academic success. These 
heavy-duty headsets are proven workhorses in classrooms, labs, and 
libraries across the country.

The noise-cancelling microphone on the Discovery is designed for 
voice recognition software and is why the Discovery headset is so 
widely used for both language activities and game-based learning. 
The industry’s deepest ear cups also make  this one of the most 
comfortable headsets to wear. The headband’s flexible comfort sling 
more evenly distributes the weight. The innovative phone-style clip 
enables you to quickly change the cord so the same headset. 

DS-8VT with single 3.5 mm stereo To Go™ plug, 

rigid boom arm mic $78.40

DS8V-10L Ten-pack of DS-8V without case $782.40

DS-8V 3.5mm stereo headphone plug, electret mic, 3.5mm stereo 

mic plug, replaceable 6’ cord, rigid boom arm mic $78.40
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